In this paper the study of problems P and Q [3; 4] is continued.
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In this paper the study of problems P and Q [3; 4] is continued.
The reader is referred to the aforementioned two references for all unfamiliar terms and symbols.
The first three sections deal with the decomposition of a linear set into a family of pairwise disjoint sets, the order types of the sets being required to satisfy some specified conditions. §1 is concerned with the decomposition of an arbitrary linear set, of power 2M°, into a family of pairwise disjoint sets, the order types of the sets being pairwise incomparable.
§2 is concerned with the decomposition of certain linear sets into families of pairwise disjoint, similar sets. §3 is concerned with the decomposition of an arbitrary linear set into families, of power i*,o and 2N°, of pairwise disjoint sets, each set having property A.
Let {aj}, £<0, be a sequence of order types, of power 2N° each, such that ttf <X for each £. In §4 it is shown that (1) problem P, as applied to a=a¡ and p=X, admits of a solution tj such that the tj are pairwise incomparable order types (Theorem 4.1) ; and (2) problem P, as applied to each cr = 0 and p=a£, admits of a solution r{ such that the tj are pairwise incomparable order types (Theorem 4.3). 1. Decompositions into incomparable order types. In this section the decomposition of a linear set into a finite number and into a denumerably infinite number of pairwise disjoint sets At, where the order types of the Ai are pairwise incomparable, is studied. The decomposition of a linear set into 2N° pairwise disjoint sets Ai, where the order types of the Ai are pairwise incomparable, is treated in §3 (Theorem 3.4). Definition.
A linear set E, of power 2N°, will be said to have property C if each element of £ is a c-condensation point of E.
For any linear set E, by K(E) is meant the set of similarity transformations of E into R. By K*(E) is meant the set K(E) -{i}, where 7 is the identity transformation of E. For any similarity transformation f oí A into B, by /* is meant the inverse of /.
Lemma 1.1. Let E be a linear set which has property C. For each ordinal number a, where 2=a = co, E is the union of a family {^4»|î<a;} of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, each of which has property C and is a dense subset of E. Fur-SEYMOUR GINSBURG [July p" | n = 4, p < 8\ and A" = Er\ \pß | i < ß, n = 4, aí < 8\.
The sets Ay are evidently pairwise disjoint. Let J be any open interval which contains a point of E. There exists an elements /M of K*(E) which is the identity on E -J and for which/)1(x)?ix when x is in jr\E. Consequently the elements p],'m and p2¿m are in the set JC\E. This shows that for each y,Ay is a dense subset of E. As each element in K*(E) occurs 2K° times in the sequence {/{}, £ <0, each point of Ay is a e-condensation point of ¿47. From the selection of the elements p1™ and p^'m, it follows that the set union of the sets Ay is E. Since Ay is a dense subset of 71 and E has property C, each element/ of K*(Ay) can be extended to be an element of K*(E). From this and the manner in which the elements pj/n, 3 =¿ = 6, were chosen, it follows thatf(Ay)
is not a subset of Ay. Therefore Ay is exact. The manner of selection of the elements p1™, î = 7, guarantees that for each element / in K(Ay) such that the power of the set EC\f(Ay) is 2K°, there are 2Ko elements x in Ay such that/(x) is also in Ay. Q.E.D.
Suppose that/is a similarity transformation of one of the sets Ai into one of the sets Ait where i^j. Since f(Ai) is a subset of A¡, the power of the set f(Ai)C\E is 2Ho. Therefore there are 2^° elements x in Ai such that f(x) is also in Ai, thus not in A¡. Consequently/ does not map Ai into A¡, i.e., Theorem 1.1. Let E and a be the same as in Lemma 1.1. Then E is the union of a family {^4,|i<a} of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, of power 2N° each, such that the A,-are pairwise incomparable order types.
Corollary.
For each ordinal number a, where 2 ^a 5=co, R is the union of a family \Ai\i<a} of pairwise disjoint sets, which have the following properties: (a) For each i, A ,■ is an exact, dense subset of R.
(b) Each set Ai has property C.
(c) The Ai are pairwise incomparable order types.
It, in Theorem 1.1, the assumption that E has property C is removed, then some of the conclusions are no longer valid. In particular, it is no longer true that each set A ; can be made exact. To see this consider a set E which is defined as an ordered sum E = B + C+D (1) , where C is denumerably infinite. Now let E be the union of n + 1 disjoint sets £,-, where n is some non-negative integer. For at least one of the sets, say E¡, the set EjC\C = G is denumerably 0) Let ¡7io|aG^4} be a family of (not necessarily nonempty) pairwise disjoint simply ordered sets, where A is a nonempty simply ordered set. By the ordered sum 2~L"£a Fa is meant the set union of the Ea, M=|Jo£A Ea, the elements being ordered as follows: If u<v in Ea, where u and v are two elements in £", then u<v in M. If u is in Ea and v is in £&, where a<b, then u<v in M.
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infinite. Let Py be the ordered sum F+G+H. In [2, pp. 322-323] it was shown that no denumerably infinite set is exact. From the remark following Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 in [3] , the set E¡ is not exact. Thus we have demonstrated the following result: Theorem 1.2. A necessary condition that E be the union of a finite number of disjoint exact sets is that E not be the ordered sum B + C+D, where C is denumerably infinite.
As a modification of Theorem 1.1 we have Theorem 1.3. Let A be any linear set of power 2N°. For each ordinal number a, where 2 =a =co, A is the union of a family \Ei\i <a} of pairwise disjoint sets, of power 2So each, such that the Ei are pairwise incomparable order types.
Proof. Let E be the set of c-condensation points of A which belong to A. As is well known, the power of the set A -E is <2Ko. The set E satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1.1. Let {^4¿|j<a} be the family of sets obtained from the conclusion of the lemma. Let E0=Ao^J(A -E), and for 7=1, let Ei = A(. Suppose that/(P.)
is a subset of E¡, where ij*j, for some element/ in K(Ei). Then the power of the set EC\f(Ai) is 2s0. Since there are 2N°e lements x in Ai for which/(x) is also in Ai, and since the Ei are pairwise disjoint, it follows that f {Ai), thus/(P¿),
is not a subset of E¡. Thus the function / cannot exist. Therefore the order types of the Ei are pairwise incomparable.
Corollary. 777 Lemma 1.1 let property C be replaced by the following property: Except for a finite number of points, each element of E is a c-condensation point of E. Then for each ordinal number a, where 2 ^a ^co, E is the union of a family {Ai\i<a} of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, of power 2X° each, such that iff is any element of K(Ai) for which the power of the set EC\f(Ai) is 2No, then there are 2^° elements x in Ai such thatf(x) is also in Ai.
Remark. There is no difficulty in extending Lemma 1.1 and Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 to hold in the case where 2=a<0. Theorem 1.4. If 2í<0 = í»¡i, then each linear set A, of power 2K°, is the union of a family {En \ n <co} of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, of power 2H° each, such that the order types of the En are pairwise incomparable.
Proof. Let E be the set of c-condensation points of A which belong to A. Since 2No = i«,iand the power of the set A -E is <2K°, A -E is denumerable. Let A -E= {x,|7<p=co}.
Let {^4,|i<co} be the family of sets obtained from the conclusion of Lemma 1.1. For i<p let E¡ = Ai<J {x;}, and for 7 = p let Ei -Ai. Since A,-is exact, the set AíVJ{xí} is exact. The pairwise incomparability of the order types of the £,• follows from an argument similar to that given in Theorem 1.3.
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[July Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 1.4 will be strengthened later to require that each set P" have property A (Theorem 3.2).
We conclude this section with denumerable sets. Lemma 1.2. Let S be a set such that S = n. If S is the union of a finite family {Ai\i<n} of pairwise disjoint sets, then for at least one integer i, Ai = n.
Proof. For each denumerable ordinal number £, £_îcof [5, p. 107 ]. Now cof is denumerable.
For assume thatco" is denumerable for each z><£. If £=7 + 1, then cof = co7co. If £ is a limit number, then, by definition, u* = lim^jco". Being either the product of two, or the limit of a denumerable number of denumerable ordinal numbers, co£ is denumerable.
Let Pj be a subset of 5 of order type co£. Since S is the union of the finite number of sets Ai, one of the sets, say Ano, contains a subset of Pj of order type co£. Therefore one of the sets, say Aj, has the property that for each denumerable ordinal number £, A¡ contains a subset of order type u=_£. This implies that for each denumerable ordinal number £, A,-contains a subset of order type £. It is known that this is sufficient for A¡ = r¡ to hold [6] .
A consequence of the lemma is Theorem 1.5. 7/5 = 77, then S is not the union of a finite family {Ai\i<n} of pairwise disjoint sets such that the A ¿ are pairwise incomparable order types.
2. Decompositions into similar sets. Due to the existence of sets which have property A, it is impossible to obtain results on decompositions into sets whose order types are equal as general as the results on decompositions into sets whose order types are pairwise incomparable.
Several decompositions of P into families of _$0 and 21*0 pairwise disjoint, similar sets, of power 2"° each, are already in the literature, e.g. [7; 12; 15] . Whether or not the sets obtained there are exact is an open problem. By Corollary 3.2 of [4], P cannot be the union of two disjoint, similar, exact sets. Whether or not P is the union of w disjoint, similar, exact sets, w being an integer >2, is unknown. In this section we shall show that P is the union of families of _$0 and 2Xo pairwise disjoint, similar, exact sets, of power 2No each (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.2). Lemma 2.1. If P = P0(co*+co), where Do is the union of two disjoint, exact sets (of power 2Ko each), B and C, then E is the union of a family of Ho pairwise disjoint, similar, exact sets {of power 2Ho each). ORDER TYPES AND DECOMPOSITIONS OF SETS 127 {At = MB) VJ/i+i(C) | i = ± », n < co} satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. Since P= {(î, ¿+l]|i= ±«, w<co}, we obtain from Lemma 2.1 and the corollary to Theorem 1.3 Theorem 2.1. P is the union of a family }Pn| w<co} of pairwise disjoint, similar, exact sets, of power 2No each.
Open questions.
(1) Can the family of sets in Theorem 2.1 be chosen so that each set has property A?
(2) Let E he any linear set of power 2N°. Is P the union of a family {P"|w<w} of pairwise disjoint sets, each set being similar to P? Remark.
It is not true that every linear set E, such that E=K, is the union of a family {/lB|w<co} of pairwise disjoint, similar, exact sets. Consider the following example. Let B be a dense subset of (0, 1), which has properties A and C. The existence of such a set is guaranteed by Lemma 1 of [3] and Theorem 5 of [3] . The set E is defined to be P = B VJ {2 -1/w I 1 á w < co} VJ (3, 4).
Evidently E=X. Suppose that E is the union of a family {An\ n<w} of pairwise disjoint, similar sets. Since B has property A, no two of the sets, Ai and A,-, each contain 2s» elements of P. Let G¡ = PP_4¿. Then 2K°= _C"<" t°P (G«), top (G") designating the power of G". By König's Theorem [5, p. 45 ] , the power of one of the sets, say Go, is 2^°. Since B has property A, at most one of the sets G,-is of power 2Ko. Thus top id) < 2^° for i > 0. Thus the power of the set U¿>oG¿ is <2N°. Now the set B has the property that if a and b are any two elements in B, then the power of the set {x|0<x<&, xEB} is 2No. As Go = P -U¿>oGi, it follows that Go has the same property, i.e., if 0 and b are any two elements in Go, then the power of the set {x|0<x<6, xGGo} is 2No. Now Ao^Ai. Thus, for each i>0, if G¡ had at least two elements, it would have to have 2"° elements, a contradiction.
Hence, for each t>0, Gi has at most one element, say 0,-. But G0 has no first element. Therefore Gi must be empty, i.e., Go = P. Since A0 has no first element, Ai has no first element. Therefore Go contains the set {2 -l/w| 1 ^w<w}.
By Theorem 1.2, the set Ao cannot be exact.
We now prove a general theorem on decompositions of P. Theorem 2.2. Let {«{}, £<0, be a sequence of linear order types, where a^O.
Then R is the union of a family {pj| £ <ô} of pairwise disjoint sets, such that Pf = «{.
Proof. Let Cbe the Cantor set, i.e., all numbers of the form x= _^j" 1 0i/3'> where 0, = O or 2. For each sequence of 0's and 2's, say tihh • • • , the set CQikk ■ • • ) = {x I xE C, ai = ti for all odd i} [July is a perfect set. The family of all such sets is then a family of 2K° pairwise disjoint perfect sets. Under a mapping of the form ax+b, a¿¿0, a perfect set is mapped into a perfect set. Thus each interval of R contains a family of 2Ko pairwise disjoint perfect sets. For each integer n, which is positive, negative, or 0, let {Pj|£<0} and { (7£|£<0| be two families of pairwise disjoint, perfect sets such that Q% and P| are subsets of the open intervals (77, 77+1/2) and (77 + I/2, 77 + I) respectively.
Furthermore, for each n (*) let the power of the two sets, (n, n + 1/2) -U Q¡ and (tí + 1/2, n + 1) -U P¡ be 2Mo each.
Denote by Z= { Yv\v<d] the family of sets
For each v<6 define Av and Bv to be the P-set and Q-set respectively of Yv. For each v<8 there exist two order types cr" and rv (possibly 0) such that av = av + l+Tv. Let C" be a subset of Av having order type av, and 77" a subset of Bv having order type r«. The sets Cv and 77" exist since, P\ being a perfect set, P(=\. Let 77 be the set R-\Jv<e [CvVJDv] . By (*) the power of 77is 2*°.
Well order the elements of 77 into the sequence {xj}, £ <6. Assume that the set Ev = CvVJDvVJ{yv} has been defined for each ordinal number v, where v<p<8.
Denote by y" the first element in the set 77-{y"|iJ<p} such that u<y¡,<v tor each element u in A" and v in Bß. From (*) and the fact that an interval (77, 77 + 1) lies between A» and Bß the element y" exists. Denote by Em the set CiíyJDySJ{y¡l\.
Obviously the 7% are pairwise disjoint sets such that Eli = all. There is no difficulty in seeing that each element x¿ is one of the y". In fact, consider the element xj of 77. Suppose that x¡ is in the closed interval [n, n + 1 ]. Let F" be the £th set in Z whose P-set and (?-set are separated by [n, 77 + 1 ]. From the selection of the points yß, x¿ must be in the set {yM]p_^}. Consequently the union of the 7fM is R. Q.E.D. The same method of proof may be used to show Theorem 2.3. Let \G¡}, l-<d, be a sequence of linear order types such that for 2No ordinal numbers £, Gj has both a first and a last element. Then each set E for which E=\ is the union of a family {73{|£<0} of pairwise disjoint sets such that Gf = £j for each %<8.
The problem of whether or not, for 2N° ordinal numbers £, G{ must have both a first and a last element in order that the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 hold for every set E for which P=X remains unanswered.
In the special case that G(=GV for ^v the answer is obviously in the affirmative (consider when P is the closed interval [0, ô]), i.e., Theorem 2.4. Let B be a linear set. A necessary and sufficient condition that each set E, where E=X, be the union of a family {Pj|£<0} of pairwise disjoint sets, each of order type B, is that B have both a first and a last element.
We now consider a general result on the decomposition of a linear set into a family of 2M° pairwise disjoint, similar, exact sets, each set having property A.
Theorem 2.5. Let E be a linear set which contains a family E= {pj|£<0} of pairwise disjoint, similar subsets, of power 2"° e0cA. PAew E is the union of a family T= {At\%<9} of pairwise disjoint, similar, exact sets, each of which has property A. Furthermore, _!{<Pj.
In order to prove the theorem we first prove two lemmas. Proof. For each £<0 let/j be a similarity transformation of Po onto Pj. Denote by C the set of c-condensation points of Po which are in P0. Let 7o be an interval of C which has a first element a and a last element b, a¿¿b. Let p be a c-condensation point of the set 77= {fda)\^<9} which is in 77, and let K= {v\f"ia) =_^}. Let g be a c-condensation point of the set J = {/"(&)! z>GP} which is in /, and let P= {»!/«(.) _s_, ^GP}-The power of P is _*». Denote by G={P£|£<0} the family of sets {/"(/)|z>GP}. The family G satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.
Lemma 2.3. If G-{Pf|£<0} is afamily of sets which satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2.2, then there exists afamily il7= }Pf | £ <9} of similar sets, of power 2No each, with the following properties:
(1) Each element of M is a subset of an element of G {thus the D¡ are pairwise disjoint).
[July i" (2) T17 is the union of two disjoint families, Y= {P^<8\ and Z = {Qv | v < 8}, such that x < y for all elements x in Pj a77á y in Qv.
Proof. For each £<0 let g{ be a similarity transformation of B0 onto B(. For each element x in Ba let Wx= {gi(x)\i-<8\
and Vx be the set of c-condensation points of Wx which are in Wx. Vx being a bounded set, there exists a least upper bound to the elements of Vx, say v(x). For x = y, v(x)^v(y). Since Vx has property C, y<v(x) for each element y in Vx. Let »(s), where 5 is in P0, be an element of the set 5= {î>(x)|xGPo} which has the following property:
(*) For each real number u<v(s), there are 2**° elements x, x<s, in P0 such that v(x) is in the half open interval of R, (u, v(s)].
Let y and /, where t<s, be elements of V, and B0 respectively, such that y<v(t) =11 (5) . By (*) the element / exists. Since v(t) is the least upper bound of the elements of Vt, there exists an element z in Vt such that y<z<v(t). Turning to the proof of Theorem 2.5 let F={P?|£<0} and Z= {<2"|7><0} be two families of sets which satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2.3. Note that P0 = Po-Let hi and k% be similarity transformations of Po onto Pj and (7f respectively.
Let P0 be an exact subset of Po, having property A, such that 1+Po+l <Po-The set P0 exists by Theorems 4 and 5 in [3] . Let TJ7{ = A{(P0) and TV{ = &{(Po). By means of transfinite induction we can define four disjoint sets, /,= [p\\%<8\, 7<4, whose set union is the set E-[Uf<9 {M¡\JN()], such that (a) p\ precedes, and p\ follows, each element of Mj; and (b) p\ precedes, and p\ follows, each element of TVj. In view of (d) of Lemma 2.2 and (2) of Lemma 2.3, the sets 7",-, ¿<4, exist.
Define T to be the family of sets T = {Mi U {pi p\\ I É < 8} VJ {VjU {pi p\}[S< B\.
The family T satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. Q.E.D.
Using the methods of this section the following two results can be shown : Theorem 2.6. Let D be a denumerable set. A necessary and sufficient condition that each set E, for which E = r¡, be the union of a family {En | n <co} of pair-
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wise disjoint sets, where En = D for each n, is that D have both a first and a last element.
Theorem 2.7. For each sequence of denumerable order types {«"}-<_, where an^0, the set of rational numbers is the union of a family {pn|w<co} of pairwise disjoint sets such that En = an.
3. Decompositions into sets having property A. Lemma 3.1. A linear set E, of power 2N°, which is the union of a family {Ai\i^n} of pairwise disjoint, similar sets, where n is a non-negative integer, cannot be the union of less than w + 1 pairwise disjoint sets, each of which has property A.
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., assume that E is the union of k disjoint sets Bi, where k^n and each set P< has property A. Let/< be a similarity transformation of At onto Ai+i for i<n. As the power of the set E is 2No, the power of each set Ai must be 2**°. Therefore the power of the intersection of at least one of the sets P¡ with A0 is 2No. For simplicity of notation we shall assume that Po is one such set. Denote by C0 the set A o and by G the set foiAo^Bo).
Suppose that for each integer i, where 1_3¿_=j, the set C¿ of power 2N° has been defined so that G=/i_i(C,_inP¿_i). Now the power of the intersection of at least one of the sets P¿ with Cj is 2N°. Suppose that for some integer i<j the power of the set GAP» is 2"°. Then G H Bi and fifi+i ■ ■ ■ /Li(G H Bi) are two disjoint, similar subsets of Bi, of power 2N° each. This, however, contradicts the assumption that the set P,-has property A. Therefore, if the power of the set CjC\Bi is 2No, then isHJ. For simplicity we assume that the power of the set Cji^B,-is 2i,°. Denote by G+i the set/,(C/^Py)-By mathematical induction, the sets G become defined for i^=k -1. Since k^n, the set G=/*-i(G-i<^P*-i) is well defined and of power 2Ho. Therefore the power of the intersection of at least one of the sets P< with G is 2No. If P¡ is such a set, where of necessity i<k, then G r\ Bi and /*/*+! • • • ft-iiCk r\ Bi) are two disjoint, similar subsets of P¿, of power 2**° each. This contradicts the assumption that P,-has property A. We conclude that E cannot be the union of less than w + 1 disjoint sets, each of which has property A. Corollary 1. A linear set E, of power 2No, whose order type is <r(w + l), where n is a non-negative integer, cannot be the union of less than w + 1 pairwise disjoint sets, each of which has property A.
Corollary
2. Ris not the union of a finite number of disjoint sets, each of which has property A.
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[July Theorem 3.1. A linear set E, which contains a set 77, of power 2t<0, such that 77 is the union of a family of n + 1 pairwise disjoint, similar sets, where n is a non-negative integer, cannot be the union of less than n + 1 disjoint sets, each of which has property A.
Proof. Suppose that E is the union of a family {5i|*<&} of pairwise disjoint sets Pt-, each of which has property A, where k<n + l. Let A i = BiC\D. As 77 is of power 2No, at least one of the sets Ai is of power 2No. Let C*, Ci, • • • , Cm, where m<k, be those sets At which are of power 2Xo. As subsets, of power 2N° each, of sets which have property A, C* and C,-each has property A. Denote by C0 the set union of C* and those sets Ai which are of power <2N°. By Lemma 3.1 of [4], C0 has property A. This implies that 77 is the union of less than 77 + 1 disjoint sets, each of which has property A. But this contradicts Lemma 3.1. Hence our result.
Corollary.
A linear set which contains a set D such that D is the union of a family {P¿|7<co} of pairwise disjoint, similar sets, of power 2Wo each, cannot be the union of less than No disjoint sets, each of which has property A.
Open Question.
Let E be a linear set of power 2N». If k is the largest integer for which E contains a subset D, of power 2N°, such that 77 is the union of k pairwise disjoint, similar sets, then is E the union of k disjoint sets, each of which has property A? Lemma 
Let {Ai\i<n]
be a finite family of pairwise disjoint, similar, linear sets, of power 2N° each. Then there exists a family {B/\i<n\ of similar, exact sets, with the following properties:
(1) Each set has a first and a last element. Proof. We shall first prove the lemma for 77 = 2. Denote by M the set of c-condensation points of A 0 which are in A 0. The set M has property C. Let / be a similarity transformation oí A o onto Ai. Since A o and ^4i are disjoint, for any element p in M, f(p) v^p, say f{p) >p. As p is a c-condensation point of M, the power of the set P= {x|p<x</(p), xGTlf} is 2N°. The function/ being a similarity transformation ot A0 onto Ai,f(x) >f(p) tor each element x in P. Now P contains an exact subset Po, having property A, with a first and a last element. Let Bi=f(B0).
The two sets, B0 and Pi, satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. An analogous argument occurs it f(p) <p.
We continue by induction. Assume that the lemma is true for 77 = &. We now show that it is true for n = k +1. By our induction hypothesis there exists a family {Cí|í<&} of similar, exact sets, having property A, which satisfies the lemma. Without loss of generality we may assume that if x is in G and y is in Cj, where i<j<k, then x<y. For each i<k, let ai and bi denote the first and the last elements respectively of G. Let G be a subset of Ak which is similar to Co. Consider the open intervals of P,
Since the power of G is 21*0, one of the intervals in (*) contains 2N° elements of G.
(a) Suppose that the set _r=.n(_¡, bi) is of power 2No. Since the lemma is true for two sets, G and 77 contain exact subsets B{ and Bk respectively, each of power 2K°, which satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. For each j<k, JT^i, let Bj be a subset of Cj which is similar to P,-.
(b) Suppose that the set H=GC\J, where J is an interval in (*) not of the form (0,-, bi) for some i<k, is of power 2K°. Let P* be an exact subset of 77, of power 2No, which has a first and a last element. For each i<k, let P¡ be a subset of G which is similar to P*.
In each case the family of sets {Bi\i<k + 1} satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. Q.E.D.
In view of the previous lemma the open question stated prior to it may be phrased as follows: Let P be a linear set of power 2N°. If k is the largest integer for which P contains a subset D, of power 21*0, such that D -ok for some order type a, does it follow that E is the union of k disjoint sets, each of which has property A? If P = P, then the answer trivially is yes.
We have seen that certain sets cannot be the union of a finite number of disjoint sets, each of which has property A. The problem arises of determining whether or not each linear set, of power 2No, is the union of të0 disjoint sets, each of which has property A. The answer to this, in the affirmative provided that one assumes the continuum hypothesis, i.e., 2i<0 = _$i (Theorem 3.2). The problem of the decomposition of an arbitrary linear set of power 2N°, into a family of 2^° disjoint sets, each having property A, was settled in the affirmative in Theorem 3.1 of [4].
For each linear set E, of power 2N°, denote by V{E) the family of those Borel subsets of P, with respect to P, which are of power 2K°. Theorem 3.2. If 2N° = _$i, then each linear set E, of power 2N°, is the union of a family {E" | w <co} of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, each of which has property A. In addition, the order types of the En are pairwise incomparable.
If, furthermore, E has property C, then each set En is a dense subset of E, which has property C.
Proof. The demonstration is based, to a certain extent, on a modification of a lemma due to Banach [l] .
Denote by il7 the set of c-condensation points of E which belong to P. Let G be the set of couples s = (J, B), where / is in P*(P) and P is an element 
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Since the power of Wv+i is N0, the power of 77«, and also of HVH\E, is _$oFurthermore, the family of sets {/7,,|i><0} satisfy the conclusion of the lemma in [l ] .
Denote by {y*|_<<z(») _=w} the elements of the denumerable set iEC\Hv) -{pT\ i = 1, 2;j < co}.
We shall now define three families of disjoint subsets of P, {Sf\i<w}, { Tf | i <co}, and { Uf \ i <co}, by the following procedure : Let v he 0 or a limit number, and let / be a non-negative integer.
(1) If £ = z; + 6/, then pf is in Sf, pf is in Tf, and y\ is in Uf. , {p"|w<co} is a family of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, each of which has property A. Therefore we only have to show that the order type of the P" are pairwise incomparable.
Suppose the contrary, i.e., for two integers i and j, i^j, there exists a similarity transformation/of Pt-into E¡. We shall show that this entails a contradiction.
First suppose that either Ei = SmSJ{zi} or Ei = Sm. Thus/ is a similarity transformation of Sm into E¡. From iß), the fact that EiC\Ej = 0, and Lemma 1.1 of [4], it follows that/, acting on Sm, can be extended to be an element g in K*iB), where (g, B) is in G and B contains Sm. From (1), (2) , and the properties of the sequence {s¡}, £<0, there are 2K°e lements x in Sm such that g(x) is in P*, and 2No elements x in 5m such that g(x) is in P*. This implies that /(P.) cannot be a subset of Py. If, furthermore, E has property C, then the family T can be chosen to satisfy the following additional condition :
(4) for each £ <0, if p¡ is an element of TTjOTi, then the set 77 = {pi\ £ <6} is a dense subset of E having property C.
Turning to decompositions into a family of 2N° sets we have Theorem 3.4. Each linear set E, of power 2No, is the union of a family 77= {pj|¿<0} of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, with the following property: If P is any subfamily of 77, of power < 2N°, and if S(P) = U^gpTif, then S(P) has property A. Furthermore, if E has property C, then each set S(P) is exact.
Proof. Let B be a subset of E which has properties A and C. Let {x£|£<p=0} be the set E-B. Let B be the union of a family {Cj|£<0} of pairwise disjoint, nonempty sets, each of which has property C. Such a decomposition is possible. For example, let F be the family of those open intervals of R which contain at least one point (thus 2N° points) of B. Let G be the set of those pairs (7, £), where 7 is in F and £ is an ordinal number <0. Well order the elements of G into a sequence {(7", £")}, where each pair in G occurs 2"° times in the sequence. Let B= {yj|£<0}.
Let zo be the first element in IoC\B. Continuing by transfinite induction, suppose that z" is defined for each p<y. Let zy be the first element in (Iyr\B)-{zm|p<y}. For each v<8, let C"= {zi.|£,i = i'}. It is easily seen that (1) P={z7|7<0}, On assuming that E has property C, B and each set E may be chosen to
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is exact. Remark. Let P and Q be any two disjoint subfamilies of H, of power <2**°e ach. Then S(PVJ<2) has property A. Consequently S(P) and 5(C) have incomparable order types. Letting P= {Et} and Q= {Ev}, i.e., P and Q each consist of just one set, we see that the order types of the Pj are pairwise incomparable.
In view of the preceding remark we have Corollary.
PacA linear set E, of power 2"°, is the union of a family H = {Pj|£<0} of pairwise disjoint, exact sets, with the following two properties: (1) For each P{, no two disjoint subsets, of power 2K° c0cA, of p£ are similar.
(2) For $,t¿v, no subset of Pj, of power 2H°, is similar to a subset of Ev.
The question arises as to whether or not the above corollary holds for a decomposition into a denumerable family. The answer to this will be shown to be in the negative. Proof. Denote by G the set of triples s = if, B, v), where B is in F(P),/ is an element of P*(P) such that the power of the set |x|/(x) f^x, xGP} is 2No, and v is an ordinal number <a. Well order the elements of G into a sequence {s(}, £<0, where S( = if¡, Pj, .{). Repeat the procedure of Theorem 3.2, obtaining the sets Wv and Hv. Thus E is the union of the disjoint sets HVC\E, and for each v,fviH(i^Bv) is a subset of H¡ for £>¡d. Notice that since we are not assuming that 2N° = _$i, we can only deduce that the powers of Wv, Hv, HVC\E, and [)v<n<$Hv are infinite and <2K°. For each y <a let T{y) = {£|y = z>£}. The T{y) are pairwise disjoint sets, which contain 2N° ordinal numbers. For each y<a let Ey = ö^Tiy)iH^r\E). Then E is the union of the family {Pt|y<o:} of pairwise disjoint sets, of power 2No each. To see that the Ey satisfy the theorem let y be any ordinal number <a, N a subset of power 2X° of Ey, and / a similarity transformation of N into P.
Suppose that the power of [Ef~\fiN)]-Ey is 2*°. By Lemma 1.1 of [4], the function/ can be extended to become an element/ of P*(P), for some B in F(P7), which contains N. Since In Theorem 3.5 let R = E and consider the sets Ev obtained. For each v let PV=R -EV. On assuming that the order type of one of the two sets Ev or P" is =X, we see that there exists a similarity transformation/ which maps the other set into it. If Ev =X, then f(Ey)Ç.Ev, where y^v, a contradiction of f(Ey) -Ey being of power <2H». If P"=X, then f(Ev)Ç.Pv, a contradiction of f(Ev) -Ev being of power <2No. It follows that both Ev and P" are each <X. Therefore, both Ev and P", which is the complement of Ev, contain no perfect set. Another way of expressing this is to say that both Ev and its complement meet every perfect set. Since each measurable set of positive measure contains a perfect set, it follows that both P" and Ev are nonmeasurable. Summarizing we have In any such family of sets, each set is necessarily nonmeasurable. Since each translation of a linear set is also a similarity transformation of that set we have generalized the following two results due to Sierpiñski [9, pp. 24-25;13]:
(a) There exists a linear, nonmeasurable set, of power 2No, which is transformed by each translation into itself, with the exception of a set of power <2Ko.
(b) There exists a decomposition of the line into 2Ko disjoint sets, each of power 2**°, such that each translation of the line maps each of the sets into itself, with the exception for each set, of a set of power <2N°.
In Corollary 2 let a = co and consider the sets £,-which are obtained. Let {/"}, 77 <co, be a sequence of similarity transformations of R onto R. Thus the power of f*g(Ei)f~\[R -E(] is 2l,°, a contradiction. We conclude that S<\.
Since 5 and T are each <X, for every n,fn(Ei) and R-fn(EA are each <X. For a linear set B, if P<X, then P contains no perfect set, B therefore being of interior measure zero. Hence S, T,fn{Ei), and R-fn{Ei) are each of interior measure zero. As in the proof of Corollary 2 we see that fn(Ei) and R-fn(Ei) are nonmeasurable.
Therefore the exterior measures of SEYMOUR GINSBURG [July fniEi) and P-/"(P<) are each positive. Consequently the exterior measures of 5 and T are each positive. From this it follows that 5 and T are each nonmeasurable.
We have thus shown Corollary 3. For each ordinal number a, where 2 ¿a ¿co, P is the union of a family {Ei\i<a} of nonmeasurable, pairwise disjoint sets, of power 2N° each, satisfying the following :
For each sequence {/"}, w <co, of similarity transformations of R onto R, each of the two sets U"/"(P¿) and U"[P-/"(P.-)] is nonmeasurable and of interior measure zero. Furthermore, the order types of each of the two sets are <X.
From Corollary 3 we obtain the following result due to Ruziewicz [8] and Sierpiñski [10; 11 ]:
"There exists a linear, nonmeasurable set C, such that for any sequence of linear sets JC"}, w<co, each of which is similar to C by a translation, each of the two sets U"C" and U"(P-C") is of interior measure zero."
Note that the cited proposition is no longer true if the words "by a translation" are removed. For if C is any linear set, then C is similar to a subset Co of (0, 1). Then R-Co is not of interior measure zero, so that U"(P -G) is not of interior measure zero.
Remarks. (1) If E has property C, then the sets Pj in Theorem 3.5 can be chosen so as to have property C. If, in addition, P is a dense subset of P, then each P" can be chosen to be a dense subset of P.
(2) Theorem 3.5 cannot be extended to require that at least one of the sets P" have property A. For example, let R = E be the union of a family {P"|z><a} of pairwise disjoint sets satisfying Theorem 3.5. Let/(x)=x + l. Since the power of/(P") -Ev is <2N°, the power of Mv-{x|xGP»,/(^)GP«} is of power 2No. Let _" be a c-condensation point of 17" and let Nv -Mv P\(zt. -1/4, s" + l/4). Then Nv and/(//") are two disjoint, similar subsets, of power 2K° each, of P".
For a =9, Corollary 1 can be extended to require each of the sets P" to have property A (Corollary of Theorem 3.4). For a_É«, Corollary 1 cannot be extended to require at least one of the sets P" to have property A. For example, let P = P. In view of Corollary 2 of Lemma 3.1, only the case where a = co needs to be examined. Suppose that R is the union of afamily {P¿|í <«} of pairwise disjoint sets which satisfy the conclusion of Corollary 1. For any integer i let p be an element of P, which is a c-condensation point of P,-. Let (0, b) be an open interval of R which contains the element p, and let G = P< P\(a, 0). Since p is a c-condensation point of P;, the power of the set G is 2N°. Let c be an element of P which is greater than b, and / a similarity transformation of G into the open interval {b, c) of P. Since the power of the set/(G) is 2K°, by König's Theorem, for some/ the power of the set PjrN\/(G) is 2K°. However, since the sets P* satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3.5, j must be i. This implies that P,-contains two similar, disjoint sets, /(G) C\E,
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and/*(Pify(G)), of power 2R° each. Consequently no set P¿ can have property A.
(3) Let E be a linear set, of power 2N°, such that for each element/ in P(P), the power of the set/(P) -E is <2t*°. Now each linear set of positive inner measure contains a perfect set, so that its order type is =K. Consequently the complement of the set E cannot have positive inner measure. ThusP cannot have finite measure. In [9, pp. 22-24] the following result was proved :
"If 2No=_$i, then there exists a linear, nondenumerable set P, of measure 0, which is transformed by each translation, into itself, with the exception of at most a denumerable number of points."
From our discussion it is clear that the word "translation" cannot be replaced by the words "element of P(P)."
(4) The problem of whether or not in Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 1 the sets Ei can be chosen so that at least one of them contains a fixed point remains open.
4. Problem P and incomparable order types.
Theorem 4.1. Let {Pf}, £<0, be a sequence of linear sets such that 7,£<X. PAcw there exists a sequence {Pf}, £<0, of sets with the following properties:
(1) Pj is an exact, dense subset of R, which has property C.
(2) P{ is a subset of P$ such that Lp. < Pf <X. For simplicity the proof is divided into two parts. We shall first show that there exists a linear set Mo whose order type is incomparable with each A(. Furthermore, the set P0 = ^4oVJ_70 satisfies (1) and (2) above, and also (4) below.
(4) For any similarity transformation/ of Po into P and each £àl, the power of the set/(P0) -/If is 2N°.
To see this let T = {(C, /, v) | v < 6, C E ViA(), £ < dJEKiC)}, U = {iR,f,v)\v<d,fEK*iR)}, and S=T{JU. The power of S is 2No. Well order the elements of P and S into the two sequences, {xf}, £<0, and {if}, £<#, where Sf = (G,/f, v¿). For each v<9 such that CV = R, denote by Jv the set Jv = {x\ fvix) j¿ x, x G R¡ • [July Since/" is in K*{R), the set Jv contains an interval of R, so that 7"=X. Suppose that p£, q¡, r£, and t¡ have been defined for £<7<0. Define Py to be the set {pi, g£, r£, ¿£|£<y}. Suppose that sy is in T. Denote by py the first element in the set P7 = [R-fy{Cy)]-Py. Since Cy<\, fy{Cy) <X. Therefore the power of the set R-fy(Cy) is 2Mo, by Lemma 3 of [14] . Hence the power of the set Ey is 2N°, so that the element py exists. Let qy and ry represent no elements. Denote by ty the first element in the set Dy=fy(Cy)~ [PyV{py}l The element ty certainly exists since the power of fy(Cy) is 2N°. Suppose that sy is in U. Let py and ty represent no elements. Let ry be the first element in the set [Jy-f*{Qy)]-Py, where Qy=A0\JPy, and let qy=fy(ry). Since Jo<X, (?7<X and/*(Q7)<X. Thus the power of the set [Jy-f*{Qy)] is 2N», so that ry and qy exist. Note that qy is not an element of QyVJ{ry}.
For each v<8 let M'0 = {p¡, r£|-s£ = (C,/, v)} and T170 the set union of the Ml. We shall now show that Mv0 is incomparable with each A^ Let/ be a similarity transformation of ^4£ into R. Since Ai is an element of V{A¿), there exists an ordinal number ß such that Sß = (Ai,f, v). It follows from the definitions of the element tß and the set Ml that tß is an element of the set f(Ai) -Ml. Therefore /C<4£) is not a subset of Ml, i.e., f is not a similarity transformation of A{ into M'0. Now suppose that/ is a similarity transformation which maps Ml into ^4£. The function/* is a similarity transformation oif(Ml) into Ml. By Lemma 1.1 of [4], /* can be extended to be an element h of K(C), for some element C, in F(4£), which contains the set/(Mo). Thus h[f(x) ] =x for each element x in the set TMJ. There exists an ordinal number ß tor which Sß = (C, h, v). The element pß is in the two sets Ml and R -h(C). But
Therefore the element pß is in the two disjoint sets, Ml and R -MQ'. From this contradiction it follows that/ does not map the set Ml into .4£. Consequently M"Q and Ai are incomparable order types. A similar procedure shows that 717 0 and ^4£ are incomparable order types. For each v<8, £^1, and/ in K(Bo),f(Ml) -Ai is nonempty. Thus the power of the set f(M0) -Ai is 2M°.
Therefore the power of the set/(Po) -A¡ is 2Ko. To see that Po is exact it is sufficient to show that for any element h of K*(B0) the power of the set h(Bi) -Bo is 2K°. Since P0 contains A0 and ^40 is a dense subset of R, P0 is a dense subset of R. Thus h can be extended to be an element/ of K*(R). For each ordinal number v there exists an ordinal ßv such that Sßv = (R, f, v). Since rßv is an element of B0, qßv is an element of the set/(Po).
Since qßv is an element of R -Ao which is not in Mo, qßv is not in Po. Therefore the power of the set/(Po) -Po is 2N°. Incidentally, the sets T170 and Ml, being dense subsets of R, can be shown to be exact as above (this is not needed for our proof).
We shall now assume that for each £<p, where p<0, the linear set T17£
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has been defined such that M( is incomparable with each order type Ay, where 7_ïp. Furthermore, if Pf = /lfVJ_7f, then (5) for any element/in P*(Pf) the power of the set/(Pf) -Pf is 2N» (thus Pf is exact) ; (6) for any element/ of P(Pf), where £<p, and each 7_ip, the power of the setf(Pf) -Ay is 2K°; and (7) if £ <p and v <p, £?ép, then for each element/ in P(Pf), the power of /(Pf) -P" is 2N°.
For p = 1, iff has already been defined. We now define M". To do this we modify the argument given above. Let For each v<9 let _P_= {p¡, rf|sf = (C,/, v, D, g)}, and M" the set union of the i!7°. The argument given in the first case can be applied to show that Mß is incomparable with each order type Ay, where 7>p. Furthermore, if P^ = /1(,VJ_7^, then (8) for any element/ in __*(P"), the power of the set/(PM)-P^ is 2No; (9) for any element / of P(PP) and each 7>p, the power of the set fiBu)-Ayis 2N°;and (10) for any element g of P(P") and each £<p, the power of the set giB")-Bt is 2««.
For each element g of P(PQ), where a<u, consider the power of the set giBa)-By.. To each v<9 there corresponds an ordinal number av such that Sav= iAß, I, v, Pa, g), where 7 is the identity transformation of Aß. Each ele- (2) To be logically correct a superscript u should be affixed on all the letters appearing in the yuth case to distinguish them from the letters used in the _th case, a<u. Since no misunderstanding will occur if the superscript is omitted, this is done. The omission of the superscript will also be done in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
SEYMOUR GINSBURG
[July ment uay is in g{Ba) -A^. Furthermore, u*v is not in M". Thus each element Uav is in g{Ba) -Bp. Therefore the power of g{Ba) -P" is 2l,°.
By transfinite induction we obtain a sequence of sets {P£}, £<0. This sequence of sets clearly satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. Q.E.D.
The (c) The sequence {^4£}, £<0, is a subsequence of {P£}, £<0. Such a well ordering is certainly possible. Note that Po = ^4o.
We shall first show that there exists an exact subset Po of ^40, having property C, such that for £ = 1 and / any similarity transformation of P£ into R, the power of the set/(P£) -Bo is 2N°. To see this let G°= {P£|£>0}. Let 5° be the set of ordered pairs, (C,f), where C is in G° and / is a similarity transformation of C into R. The power of 5° is 2l<0. Well order the elements of R and 5° into the two sequences Notice that Y" is a subset of Ao. If the power of F" is 2K°, let p" he the first element in the set Y^ -R,,. If the power of F" is <2Mo, then the power of X" is 2K°. In this case let pß represent no element. Suppose that G is the set Ao and that/M is not the identity transformation on Ao. Since A o has property C, the power of the set V"-{x\fßix)9£x, xG^4o} is 2N°. Let g> be the first element in the set F" -P", where P" = R^ {p?}. If G ls n°t the set Ao, or if C" is the set A0 and f" is the identity transformation on Ao, let cj^ represent no element.
Denote by M° the set M°= {/>£|£<0}, by N° the set _/° = {gf|£<0}, and by Po the set B0=Ao -M°. Note that _/° is a dense subset of /lo which has property C. Since N° is a subset of Po, it follows that Po is a dense subset of Ao which has property C. Being the subset of a set which has property A, the set Po has property A. By Theorem 2. (f) If / is any similarity transformation of Pf into P, and if £ <p and y <p, where £5^7, then the power of the set/(Pf) -P7 is 2No.
For p = l, Pf has already been defined. We now define P". Suppose that the set A]f -giE) is empty, where E is some subset of Pf, £<p, and g is some similarity transformation of E into P. Then the set g*iAyv) -E is empty.
Thus the set g*(_4¿") -Pf is empty. Now A"¡f follows A\ and A\ follows /!", in (1). Since {/If}, £<0, is a subsequence of (1), /!" follows /If, in (1). This implies that Aff follows /If. From the induction hypothesis, g*iA~¡f) -Pf is nonempty. We conclude that the set Äff -g(P) is nonempty. Consequently the power of the set A^-giE) is 2N°.
Denote by F" the family P" = {IF| IFG F(Pf), £ <p}. Let P" = {7{ 17{ follows A" in (1)}, and G» = F»yJH><.
The power of G" is 2N°. Let S" he the set of triples iAyß, C, f), where 7 <0, C is in G", and/is in P(C). The power of ¿> is 2N°. Well order the elements of S" into the sequence For each ordinal number p<0 let 7W" = {p£|£<0}, TV"= {a£|£<0}, Bß = Aß -M», and Byß = A\C\Br Note that TV" is a dense subset of Aß which has property C. Since TV" is a subset of Bß, Bß is a dense subset of Aß which has property C. Condition (d) is satisfied for £=p. It is easily seen that (5) the power of each of the two sets, Byß and/7(C7) -B", where Cy is in G", is 2Ko. Let C7 be an element of P". Consider the set Bß-fy(Cy). There exists an ordinal number ß such that Sß= (A'ß, Cy,fy). Since rß is an element of the two sets, Dß-fß(Cß) and Bß, it follows that the setB'ß -fy(Cy) is nonempty. Consider the two sets P£ and Bß, where £ <p. If / is a similarity transformation of P£ into R, then, from (5), the power of the set /(P£) -Bß is 2K°. Now let/ be any similarity transformation of Bß into R. Let h be the function defined by h(x) =/(x) for x in BJ.. Suppose that h(Byß) is a subset of P£. Then h* can be extended to be a similarity transformation g of C into R, tor some element C, in F(P£), which contains the set h(BJi). Consider the set Byß-g(C). There exists an ordinal number ß such that Sß=(Ayß, C, g). The element rß is in Bl -g(C). But
From this contradiction we see that h does not map the set Bl into P£, i.e., f(BD -Bi is nonempty.
Consequently the power of the set f(Bß) -Bi is 2Xo. By transfinite induction we define a sequence of sets, {P£J, £<0. The members of this sequence satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.2 may be sharpened as follows.
Theorem 4.4. Let {Li}, £<0, be a sequence of linear sets, of power 2M° each, such that L¡<\.
Then there exists an exact set B, having property A, whose order type is incomparable with each P£. [TaV{qa}]. Let B={pt, _f|£<0}. To show that P has property A we modify the argument given in Theorem 5 of [3] . Suppose that Pand G are two disjoint, similar subsets, of power 2s" each, of P. Let/ be a similarity transformation of P onto G. By Lemma 1.1°f [4] 1 / may be extended to be an element /f of P(G), for some ordinal number £, where G is an element of F(P) which contains the set P. For each element pa which is in P, where a>£, consider fiipa). As/f maps P onto G, fiiP«)^p<x.
From the definition of qa, fiipcd^q«. For each ordinal number r>0, pa+r and ç7-+T are not elements of /{(Pa+r).
Since £_ is in P_+T, fiipd)
¥-pa+r and fiipai^qa+r-Suppose that fiipa) =pß or that ftipd) =q», where p<a. Then fiipa) is an element of P_, so that pa is an element of /f*(P«). This, however, contradicts the manner in which pa was selected. Consequently fiipa)^Pn and fiipa) y^qv., for p<a. It follows that for a>£ and £_ in F,fiipa)
is not in P. An analogous argument shows that for o;>£ and cj« in P, fiiqd) is not in P. This implies that the power of the set/f(P)(ÂP is <2N°. But /f(F) PiP=GnP=G, which is of power 2"°. From this contradiction we conclude that the two sets F and G do not exist, i.e., P has property A.
To show that P and if are incomparable order types, for each £<0, repeat the argument given in Theorem 4.1, using qß and rß for pß and tß respectively.
To show that P is exact we shall show that each point of B is fixed. Let y be any element of P and let 7 be any half-open interval of P, (x, y] or [y, z). For each v<6, I appears in one of the 5-tuples (7, R,f, Lv, g). Hence for suitable ordinal numbers «f, £<0, 7 = 7a>. Then {/>~j£<0} is a subset of BC^I. Therefore y is a c-condensation point of P. From Theorem 2. It, furthermore, E has property C, then M is a dense subset of E. It E = R, then T17 can be defined so that the set B\JM is exact.
Proof. For each element 77 in V(E) let 7,(77) be the set of those similarity transformations/ of 7? into R for which the power of the set {x\f(x)5¿x, xED) is 2Ko. Denote by P the set of couples, P= {(D,f)\DEV(E),fEL(D)].
Denote by Q the set of all triples (D,f, g), where D is in F(P),/is in K(D), and g is in K(E). The power of the set S = PVJ(7 is 2No. Well order the elements of R and 5into the two series, {x£},£<0,and {s£}, £<0, where each element in 5 appears 2*° times in the latter sequence, and s£ is either of the form (Di, fi, gi) or (Di,fi). Let E* be the set of c-condensation points of E which are in E, B*=Bf~\E*, and P»£* = 77£Pi£*. If s£=(7?£,/£), define J£ to be the set J£= {x\fi(x)s¿x, xG77£*}. Since the power of the set Dt -D* is <2*°, the power of 7"£ is 2N°. -fy(Dy) is 2««.
Suppose that so is an element of P. Let po be the first element in J0, to =fo{po), and let a0 and r0 represent no elements. Suppose that s0 is an element of Q. Let po and q0 be the first two elements in the set go{E*) -f0{D0), and r0 the first element in the setfo(D0*)-{po, ffo}. Let to represent no element. Now suppose that for each ordinal number £<p, where p<0, p£, a£, r£, and ti have been defined. If sß is an element of P let pß denote the first element in the set Jß-\C,SJf*(Cß)], where P" = {p£|£<p} and C, = {<?£, rf,í¡|{<4WP,UU h(Pß) W U /£*(P"). 
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joint, similar subsets of M of power 2M° each. Let / be a similarity transformation of P onto G. By Lemma 1.1 of [4],/ can be extended to be an element g oí P(P), for some element D, in F(P), which contains P. For some ordinal number £, (P, g) = (Pf, f¡). The argument given in Theorem 5 of [3] can be carried over to show that the set M has property A. The argument given in Theorem 1.1 of [4] can be carried over to show that M and B are incomparable order types, and that B<M\JB<E. In fact, the arguments can be carried over to show that M and P* are incomparable order types and that b*<mUb*<e*.
Now __" is a dense subset ofP*. This is so by the following reasoning. For each element p in E* and each open interval 7 of P, containing p, there exists a similarity transformation of E into R such that/(x) =x for x in P -7 and fix) 9^x for x in IC\E. Since p is a c-condensation point of E, the function / is in P(P). Hence there are 2Ho elements in Ef~\I. It follows that M is a dense subset of E which has property C. By Theorem 2.3 of [4], the set M is exact. If P = P, then the above construction of M is modified slightly. The only variation from the above occurs if Jß contains an open interval Iß of R. In this case denote by p" the first element in the set //" = /"-[C"Vf*iC,)Vf*iB)].
Since 7"=-X and/(4*(P) <X, the power of the set Nß is 2^°. Consequently the element p" certainly exists. Suppose that g is a similarity transformation of N=MVJB into //, which is not the identity transformation. As Ü7 is a dense subset of P, N is a dense subset of P. Thus the function g can be extended to become a similarity transformation A of P into P. Since A is not the identity transformation, A is in P(P). Thus, for some ordinal number S, Dt = R and A=/j. Now gipi) =fiipi) =t¡. The element t¡ is not in P and not in M, i.e., not in N. Therefore the function g does not map N into //, so that the set N is exact.
Corollary.
If the power of the order type a is 2Ro, and a <X, then there exists an order type ß with the following properties :
(1) ß has property A; (2) a and ß are incomparable order types ; and (3) a<a+ß<K.
Remarks. (1) if X^D*, then the power of the set E*-X is 2*». This follows from the power of the set E -E* being <2K°.
(2) If E has property A and B is a subset of P for which the power of E-B is 2^°, then P and B satisfy the first group of hypotheses in Theorem 4.5. To see this suppose the contrary. Let AT be a set such that __ î£ P and the power of E -X is <2No. As ___=P, there exists a similarity transformation f oí X into B. Define F to be the set EC\X. Since the power of E is 2"° and the power of E -F is <2Ko, the power of F is 2"°. Combining this with the
